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Abstract
Liquid lenses are appealing for applications requiring adaptive control of the focal length, but
current methods depend on factors such as liquid inertia that limit their response time to tens of
milliseconds. A tunable acoustic gradient index (TAG) lens uses sound energy to radially
excite a fluid-filled cylindrical cavity and produce a continuous change in refractive power
that, at steady state, enables rapid selection of the focal length on time scales shorter than 1 µs.
However, the time to reach steady state is a crucial parameter that is not fully understood. Here
we characterize the dynamics of the TAG lens at the initial moments of operation as a function
of frequency. Based on this understanding, we develop a model of the lens transients which
incorporates driving frequency, fluid speed of sound and viscosity, and we show that is in good
agreement with the experimental results providing a method to predict the lens behaviour at
any given time.

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

In several fields, including high-speed three-dimensional
microscopy [1], flow cytometry [2] or laser materials
processing [3], there exists a demand for adaptive lenses
capable of changing focus at high speeds. The conventional
approach of mechanically moving an ensemble of optical
elements to achieve a user tunable focal length is inherently
limited by the slow response time of the physical actuation.
This has spurred research for faster and more robust
alternatives, particularly liquid lenses [4], which can take
advantage of a number of mechanisms to change the focus.
Successful implementations have demonstrated the changing
curvature of an interface between two immiscible fluids using
electrowetting [5, 6], acoustic radiation force [7, 8], stimuli-
responsive hydrogels [9], or adjusting the flow conditions [10];
the modulation of the surface profile of an encapsulated liquid
droplet [11] by means of electrostatic [12] or pneumatic [13]
forces; or the generation of a refractive index change within
a liquid through the controlled diffusion of solutes [14]. In
many conditions, such approaches provide ample performance
with response times of tens of milliseconds and focal-scanning
rates below the kHz range. A much faster focusing mechanism
can be achieved using oscillating liquid lenses [15]. Instead
of waiting for the lens to reach a fixed focus condition, the

lens is in a continuous state of changing focus, and a fast-
speed camera or synchronized pulsed illumination enables
one to capture images at different focal planes [15–18]. An
example of this type of device is the tunable acoustic gradient
index of refraction (TAG) lens, an acoustically driven optical
element [19]. In the TAG lens, a fluid-filled cylindrical cavity
is acoustically excited causing a periodic standing wave in
the fluid, and consequently, a periodic change in the index
of refraction due to density modulations [20]. Since the
excitation signal can have frequencies up to the MHz range,
the focal-scanning rate at steady state can also be of that order,
significantly faster than other methods [18].

In previous work, the theory behind the TAG lens
operation was developed for the steady-state regime [20], and
the feasibility for using the device for imaging [18, 21, 22]
and materials processing [23] was demonstrated. Here, we
analyse transients in the lens behaviour as it approaches the
steady state as a function of frequency. Based on these results,
we find the time to reach steady state primarily depends on
the mechanical properties of the filling fluid as well as the
frequency of the driving signal. We present experimental
characterization of this effect and develop a model to describe
the temporal evolution of standing waves within the TAG
lens, which is in good agreement with the experimental
results.
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Figure 1. Experimental setup. (a) Scheme of the setup used to characterize the transient behaviour of the TAG lens. (b) Temporal diagram
of the different signals involved in the synchronization system.

2. Experimental setup

We use a TAG lens (TAG Optics Inc., TL2-B-355V) with an
inner diameter of 16 mm and a length of 20 mm. We drive
the lens with a function generator (Syscomp, WGM-201) that
produces a sinusoidal signal between 500 kHz and 1 MHz and
an ac voltage of 20 V peak to peak. The lens filling fluid
is silicone oil with a viscosity of 100 centistokes, a static
refractive index of 1.403 and a speed of sound of 1000 m s−1.
The characterization setup for the TAG lens is schematized
in figure 1(a). We use a pulse generator (Stanford Research,
DG-535) triggered by a computer to control the delay time
between laser pulses from a Nd : YVO4 laser (15 ns duration,
355 nm wavelength, M2 = 1.3) and the RF signal that drives
the TAG. We analyse the laser beam 1 cm after passing through
the lens using a Shack–Hartmann wavefront sensor (Thorlabs
WFS 150 C). The beam is expanded prior to the lens entrance
to ensure a flat wavefront and we set an electronic aperture for
the wavefront analysis of 1 mm. In this set of experiments, the
delay times used are presented in figure 1(b). We increment the
time separation between the RF signal and the laser pulses in
steps of 0.1 and 0.5 µs enabling data acquisition with sufficient
temporal resolution.

3. Study of the lens transient behaviour

The optical performance of the TAG lens critically depends on
the driving frequency selected [20]. Two different scenarios
can be distinguished: when the driving frequency corresponds
to a resonance of the lens, and the off-resonance case. In
general, working on resonance is preferred since it enables
refractive powers about 2 orders of magnitude higher than
off-resonance [20]. In this experiment, we measure the TAG
resonances using impedance spectroscopy (Solartron 1260A).
The plot of impedance versus frequency is presented in figure 2.
The well-defined peaks in the plot, with approximately
constant spacing between each other, indicate the presence
of resonances in piezoelectrics, and consequently, in the TAG
lens.

We first characterize the transient behaviour of the TAG
when driven on resonance. In particular, we select the 582 kHz
resonance. The evolution of the lens refractive power over

Figure 2. Determination of the TAG lens resonances. Impedance
spectroscopy measurement of the lens where each peak corresponds
to a lens resonant frequency.

the first moments of operation presented in figure 3(a) reveals
a first change in optical power at 8 µs. We define this time
as τ , which corresponds to the time an acoustic wave takes
to travel from the piezoelectric to the lens centre. After this
time, the lens optical power oscillates at the same frequency
as the driving signal, with the TAG continuously changing
between a converging and a diverging lens [18]. Notably, the
amplitude of the oscillation periodically increases every 2 τ

until, at 1.6 ms, the optical power variation is below 5%, as
shown in figure 3(b). At this point, we consider that a standing
wave is formed and that steady state is reached. The analysis of
the frequency components of TAG transient computed with a
fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm presented in figure 3(c)
reveals a single frequency component at 582 kHz.

For off-resonance conditions, we present two frequencies,
586.5 and 595.5 kHz, separated, respectively, by 3.5 and
12.5 kHz from the closest resonance at 582 kHz. We can
observe in figures 4(a) and (d) common trends with the TAG
behaviour on resonance. In particular, in both cases the lens
refractive power oscillates with varying amplitude until at
about 1.6 ms it stabilizes reaching steady state. In addition,
the first change in refractive power also occurs at 1 τ and is
followed by periodic changes in amplitude every 2 τ . However,
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Figure 3. Transient behaviour of the TAG on resonance conditions, at a frequency of 582 kHz. (a) Experimental values of the TAG lens
optical power at the first moments of operation. In the upper horizontal axis, time has been normalized by τ , being the time an acoustic wave
takes to propagate from the piezoelectric to the lens centre. (b) Measured temporal evolution of the TAG lens optical power until reaching
steady state. The inset corresponds to a detail of the first moments of the lens operation where time has been normalized by τ . (c) Frequency
components of the signals corresponding to (b) and (d). (d) Model that predicts the TAG optical power evolution over time.

in this case the amplitude does not monotonically increase, as
observed on resonance, but it is periodically modulated. The
period of the amplitude modulation at 586.5 kHz is 0.28 ms
whereas at 595.5 kHz the period is 0.08 ms. Such periodicity
(T ) follows the simple relationship:

T = 1

|�f | , (1)

where �f is the separation of the driving frequency from its
closest resonance. Another relevant aspect that is worth noting
is the decrease in the TAG refractive power as one moves
further from resonance, in good agreement with experiments
at steady state [20]. Concerning the signal analysis in the
frequency domain, we can observe in figure 4(c) that for the
586.5 kHz case there are two frequency components. The
most intense one corresponds to the driving frequency, whereas
the other one corresponds to the closest resonance frequency.
For the 595.5 kHz case, the signal presents several frequency
peaks (figure 4(f )). The most intense one corresponds to the
driving frequency, wheres the other peaks can be related to the
remaining resonance frequencies (see figure 2).

4. Modelling the lens transients

We can describe the TAG lens transients using the linear
acoustic model that successfully predicted the lens steady-state

behaviour [20]. Accordingly, the density fluctuations in the
lens fluid obey the damped wave equation:

∇2(c2
s ρ + ν

∂ρ

∂t
) − ∂2ρ

∂t2
= 0, (2)

where cs is the fluid speed of sound and ν = 7/4µ, with
µ being the kinematic viscosity. The force imparted by the
piezoelectric walls to the fluid can be written as the following
Neumann boundary condition:

∂ρ

∂r

∣∣∣∣
r=r0

= ρ0vAωc2
s

ν2ω2 + c4
s

sin(ωt) − ρ0vAω2ν

ν2ω2 + c4
s

cos(ωt), (3)

where r0 is the lens radius, ρ0 is the static density, vA is the
velocity of the piezoelectric wall and ω is the driving frequency.
We can expand the solution to the above equation as a sum of
eigenfunctions:

ρ(r, t) = r(Asin(ωt) + Bcos(ωt))

+
∞∑

m=1

J0(kmr)

[
e−νk2

mt/2

(
Cmsin

(
kmt

2

√
4c2 − ν2k2

m

)

+Dmcos

(
kmt

2

√
4c2 − ν2k2

m

))

+Emsin(ωt) + Fmcos(ωt)

]
(4)
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Figure 4. Transient behaviour of the TAG off-resonance. Experimental (a) and modelled (b) evolution of the lens optical power at a
frequency of 586.5 kHz (3.5 kHz away from resonance). (c) Representation of both experimental data and model in the frequency domain.
The signals present two frequency components, which correspond to the driving frequency and the closest resonance at 582 kHz.
Experimental (d) and modelled (e) evolution of the lens optical power at a frequency of 595.5 kHz (12.5 kHz away from resonance). The
corresponding representation of the signals in the frequency domain reveal a higher peak at the driving frequency and a series of smaller
peaks at the closest resonant frequencies.

where km = xm/r0 is the location of the mth zero of J1(x) = 0,
and the coefficients are given by

A = ρ0vAωc2
s

ν2ω2 + c4
s

(5)

B = − ρ0vAω2ν

ν2ω2 + c4
s

(6)

Em =
(

2ρ0vAω

r2
0 J 2

0 (kmr0)

)

×
[
k2
m(c4

s − ω2ν2) − c2
s ω

2

ν2ω2 + c4
s

ω2
∫ r0

0
J0(kmr)r2 dr

− (ω2 − c2
s k

2
m)

∫ r0

0
J0(kmr) dr

]

×
[
ω2(ω2 − 2c2

s k
2
m) + k4

m(ν2ω2 + c4
s )

]−1

(7)

Fm =
(

2ρ0vAω2ν

r2
0 J 2

0 (kmr0)

)

ω2−2c2
s k

2
m

ν2ω2+c4
s

ω2
∫ r0

0 J0(kmr)r2 dr − k2
m

∫ r0

0 J0(kmr) dr

ω2(ω2 − 2c2
s k

2
m) + k4

m(ν2ω2 + c4
s )

. (8)

Note the comparison with [20]. The only undetermined
coefficients are Cm and Dm, which depend on the initial
boundary conditions. Considering ρ(r, 0) = 0 and

∂ρ(r,t)

∂r
|t=0 = 0, we obtain

Dm = −2B
∫ r0

0 J0(kmr)r2 dr

r2
0 J 2

0 (kmr0)
− Fm (9)

Cm = 2

km

√
4c2

s − ν2k2
m

×
(−2ωA

∫ r0

0 J0(kmr)r2 dr

r2
0 J 2

0 (kmr0)
+

νk2
mDm

2
− ωEm

)
.

(10)

Since the experimental measurements are taken at the
vicinity of the lens centre r ≈ 0, and for low viscosity
fluids where ν � c2

s /ω, the only terms that will contribute
significantly to the final solution are Dm and Fm, which
yields to

ρ(0, t) =
∞∑

m=1

(
e−νk2

mt/2Dmcos(kmcst) + Fmcos(ωt)
)

. (11)

The relative small changes in the fluid density compared
with the static density enable one to use a linearized version
of the Lorentz–Lorenz equation that relates fluid density with
refractive index [24]. Therefore, the temporal evolution of the
fluid refractive index (n), and consequently, the lens optical
power (P ), will be proportional to (11)

P ∝ n ∝ ρ �⇒ P = Cρ (12)
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Figure 5. Prediction with the TAG lens model. (a) Temporal evolution of the TAG at a frequency of 680 kHz as computed using the model
described in section 4. (b) Experimental data obtained at 680 kHz, in good agreement with the predicted behaviour. (c) The corresponding
representation of (a) and (b) in the frequency domain confirms the good agreement between model and experiment.

with C being the proportionality constant between density and
optical power.

The numerical computation of (11) for the resonant and
off-resonant cases experimentally analysed are presented in
figures 3(d), 4(b) and 4(e). We only use C as a fitting
parameter. Note, though, that it is possible to derive the
fundamental terms in C as done in prior work [20].

We can observe in all cases a very good agreement between
model and experiment. Notably, the model describes the
continuous oscillation of the TAG optical power, the changes in
the oscillation amplitude every 2 τ as well as the time to reach
steady state. In addition, the plots of the computed transients
and experimental data in the frequency domain presented in
figures 2(d), 3(c) and 3(f ) reveal that both signals have the
same frequency components. Therefore, the model not only
provides good visual agreement but quantitatively reproduces
the experiment.

The capability of the model to predict the lens transients
is analysed in figure 5. We first compute the temporal
response of the lens at a frequency of 680 kHz (figure 5(a)).The
apparently random signal obtained presents the same trends as
previously described, including the change in amplitude every
2 τ . By collecting the experimental data at this frequency we
show in figure 5(b) that the experiment follows the behaviour
predicted by the model. Model and experiment also have the
same frequency components, as presented in figure 5(c). We
conclude that the model can be used to predict transients given
the dimensions of the lens and the properties of the filling
fluid. The capability to predict the lens transient enables one
to operate the lens prior to reaching steady state. In fact, the
model opens the door to the selection of user-defined transients
which can be used to shape light in order to induce unique
effects on materials.

5. Additional interpretation of the lens transients

The solution found in (11) represents the temporal evolution
of the TAG lens as a Fourier–Bessel expansion with time-
dependent coefficients. A more intuitive interpretation of
the observed transient behaviour consists in considering the
TAG lens as a cylindrical resonator in which waves with the

frequency of the driving signal travel back and forth interfering
with each other (figure 6). In this way, the first change in the
TAG optical power occurs when the first wave, generated at
the piezoelectric, reaches our detector placed at the centre of
the lens (time 1 τ ). This wave continues propagating towards
the piezoelectric, reaching it at 2 τ . At this moment, the wave
interferes with an incoming new wave. The resulting wave
propagates to the centre of the lens, arriving at this point at
3 τ . Since this resulting wave has a different amplitude than
the first wave, we observe a change in refractive power. This
process is repeated successively, producing variations in the
amplitude of the lens power every 2 τ . On resonance, the
successive interferences are constructive, and the waves add
up to produce a monotonic increase in the amplitude. Off-
resonance, interferences are partially constructive (or partially
destructive), and the additive process between waves is less
efficient and is time dependent. As a result, a periodic
modulation in the amplitude is observed and the final refractive
power is lower than on resonance. Since the fluid has a certain
viscosity, waves suffer losses in successive roundtrips due to
viscous damping. Such damping ultimately balances out the
gain injected in the cavity through the driving signal, leading
to steady state.

According to this interpretation, we can write the equation
corresponding to the additive process of cylindrical waves at
the vicinity of the lens centre as

ρ(0, t) ∝
i(t)∑
m=0

γ msin (−ωt + mφ) ,

i(t) =




0, for 1 � t < 3τ

1, for 3τ � t < 5τ

...

(13)

where φ is the phase shift between waves and γ is the
damping factor. On resonance, waves will add up and we
assume a 0 phase shift. Off resonance, the phase shift
is 2τω. By rewriting ω = ωresonance + �ω, where �ω

expresses the proximity to resonance, we obtain φ = 2τ�ω.
Notably, (13) with this value of φ corresponds to a wave with
periodicity T = 2π/�ω = 1/�f , in good agreement with
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Figure 7. Comparison between the two models that described the TAG lens temporal evolution. Plot of the frequency components of the
lens transient at (a) resonance conditions, at 582 kHz; and (b) off-resonance conditions, at 680 kHz. Note in both cases the good agreement
between models.

the empirical relationship described in (1). Concerning the
damping factor, we assume the classical attenuation coefficient
for acoustic waves [25], which in this particular case can be
written as

γ = e
−2τν ω2

c2
s (14)

with 2 τ being the time delay between successive a wave.
The calculation of (13) is in good agreement with

experiment and with the model described in section 4, as can
be observed in figure 7 for both resonance and off-resonance
conditions. In addition, the model allows further insights about
the TAG transient behaviour and in particular about the time to
reach steady state. Using (13), the amplitude (A) of a travelling
wave after l roundtrips can be rewritten as

Al = A0

l∑
i=0

γ i. (15)

Assuming that steady state is reached when amplitude
changes between consecutive waves are below 5%, and using
elementary algebra, yields to

Al+1 − Al

A0
= γ l < 0.05 �⇒ tsteady state ≈ −c2

s ln(0.05)

ω2ν
.

(16)

According to this equation, the time to reach steady state for the
experimental conditions analysed in figure 3 is 1.3 ms, which is
in close agreement with the measured value. In addition, (16)
also unveils strategies to reduce the lens transient time. This
includes driving the lens at higher frequencies, or using fluids
with higher viscosities or lower speeds of sound. In any of these
methods the number of cavity roundtrips that acoustic waves
experience is reduced, which can result in loss of optical power.
In order to compensate for this effect, one can increase the
gain per roundtrip by increasing the power of the lens driving
signal.
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6. Conclusion

Under the conditions studied in this paper we have
demonstrated that the TAG lens can reach steady state in a 1 ms
time-scale. Once in steady state, using pulsed illumination
it is possible to select between different focal lengths in
time scales below 1 µs. The duration of the lens transient
response depends on the driving frequency as well as on
the properties of the filling fluid including speed of sound
and viscosity. The lens temporal behaviour also depends
strongly on the driving frequency. On resonance, the lens
optical power monotonically increases, whereas off resonance
it can periodically vary or even present apparently random
forms. Two robust models have been used to describe the lens
transients that are in good agreement with all the experimental
conditions analysed. The models enable one to predict the
time to reach steady state as well as to determine the lens
optical power at any given time prior to reaching steady state.
This makes possible to operate the lens during transients. By
appropriately selecting a particular temporal evolution of the
lens optical power one could shape light in a fast and controlled
way, with important applications in relevant areas such as laser
processing or microscopy.
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